Adam Markel guides and empowers high achievers to navigate change, transform
cultures and drive growth. Adam is an international speaker, author,
entrepreneur, and sought after business mentor and strategist. Adam is also a
change management expert and a specialist in helping individuals and companies
magnify their message through high-impact experiential speaking, training, and
facilitating.
Today, constant and never-ending innovation in the face of change is the key to
creating sustainable success. Innovation, simply put, is the transformation or
reinvention of something in a progressive, forward-moving direction. Therefore,
our ability to reinvent—or pivot—is critical to lasting and meaningful change and
success. Imagine the possibility to be better equipped to not just navigate, but
utilize change to create new opportunities and achieve maximum performance in
your business and life.
No one knows more about pivoting, reinvention/innovation, and lasting personal,
professional and business growth than Adam. His latest best-selling book is
entitled, PIVOT: The Art & Science of Reinventing Your Career and Life. Adam was
most recently CEO of New Peaks, North America 's largest human potential
company, and now leads More Love Media, a company dedicated to empowering
individuals and businesses to re-imagine, refocus, and capitalize on change in
order to thrive in a world where constant disruption is the "new normal”.
Since 2008, Adam has trained and led programs around the globe, including
Australia, Asia, Europe, Canada, and the United States, in the areas of business
and entrepreneurship, resilience, leadership, transformation, relationships, and
speaker mastery.
Some of the topics covered in Adam’s programs inc...

Adam Markel
Speech Topics
Sales
Management
Leadership
Disruption
Corporate Culture
Communication Skills

Testimonials
Adam is a very tuned in and passionate speaker. He can read a large group of
people and deliver the excact message they need to hear. Adam has the ability
to show his own passion and committment as well as draw the same from his
students. I highly recommend Adam for any business venture where integrity,
caring and dedication are key factors.
- Director at Integrative Health and Allergy Center.

Adam is an incredible lead trainer. I had the chance to first attend the
Enlightened Warrior Training Camp as a student where we first met. The next
camp, I decided to join as part of the staff which gave me the possibility to know
him better. Adam is truly passionate about life and his mission to awaken you to
the warrior you really are inside. He's the kind of person who talks the talk and
walks the walk! I have such a beautiful souvenir of his smile when, during an
activity, we danced together. I consider anyone extremely lucky if he/she has
the chance to work with Adam!
- Front of House at triyoga uk.
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